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Abstract: A major handicap towards the exploitation of
radicals is their inherent instability. In the paramagnetic
azafullerenyl radical C59NC, the unpaired electron is strongly
localized next to the nitrogen atom, which induces dimeriza-
tion to diamagnetic bis(azafullerene), (C59N)2. Conventional
stabilization by introducing steric hindrance around the radical
is inapplicable here because of the concave fullerene geometry.
Instead, we developed an innovative radical shielding ap-
proach based on supramolecular complexation, exploiting the
protection offered by a [10]cycloparaphenylene ([10]CPP)
nanobelt encircling the C59NC radical. Photoinduced radical
generation is increased by a factor of 300. The EPR signal
showing characteristic 14N hyperfine splitting of C59NC%
[10]CPP was traced even after several weeks, which corre-
sponds to a lifetime increase of > 108. The proposed approach
can be generalized by tuning the diameter of the employed
nanobelts, opening new avenues for the design and exploitation
of radical fullerenes.

Introduction

Charge transfer processes occurring in fullerene-based
molecular materials[1, 2] have highlighted the importance of
fullerene radicals for diverse applications, most notably in
spintronics[3–5] as well as energy conversion[6–8] and storage.[9]

The most explored fullerene C60 radicals, C60C+,[10] C60C@ ,[11–13]

and C60C3@,[14,15] are typically transient or labile short-lived
species in air, whereas the paramagnetic C59NC radical, which
is mostly exploited for the chemical functionalization of the
heterofullerene cage,[16, 17] instantly dimerizes to diamagnetic
(C59N)2.

[18] In C59NC the unpaired electron resides on a tertiary
carbon atom located on a concave surface, and thus it is

exposed to the outer environment of the cage. Evidently,
commonly explored molecular design strategies based on the
incorporation of bulky substituents to generate a protecting
environment around flat C(sp2)-centered radicals are not
applicable in this case.[19,20] Diffusion of sublimed C59NC
radicals into single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) was
tested as a potential approach to handle these species;
however, the rapid rotational and translational motion of
the encapsulated species promotes dimerization and deple-
tion of the radicals on a rather short timescale.[21]

Herein, we present a new strategy for stabilizing fullerene
radicals based on a supramolecular approach. Highly reactive
C59NC radicals can be shielded by nesting them in carbon
nanobelts consisting of single phenyl units connected in para
position—cycloparaphenylenes (CPPs).[22–24] These convex
molecules have been explored for fullerene complexation
and the study of photoinduced phenomena.[25–31] Our ap-
proach takes advantage of 1) the 1.4 nm cavity of [10]CPP,
resembling the inner space of carbon nanotubes favoring p–p

host–guest interactions, to accommodate a C59NC radical
(Figure 1a), 2) the diminished environmental exposure of
the radical resulting from the favorable orientation of the
CPPs close to the exposed radical, and 3) the well-established
chemistry of C59NC, which prevents chemical addition to 1,4-
substituted phenylenes because of steric hindrance.[16, 32] We
show that supramolecular complexation of C59NC by a [10]CPP
nanobelt effectively shields the unpaired electron and blocks
dimerization, resulting in the stable formation of unprece-
dentedly long-lived azafullerenyl radical species.
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Results and Discussion

A mixture of [10]CPP and (C59N)2 in a 2:1 molar ratio in
1-chloronaphthalene was stirred for 8 h to allow the effective
complexation of the individual species and to reach equilib-
rium.[31] Upon continuous illumination (l = 532 nm) of the
solution, an electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signal
composed of three equidistant lines appeared (Figure 1 b).
Such a spectrum is a hallmark of 14N hyperfine interactions
with an unpaired electron, highlighting the occurrence of
EPR-active C59NC. The average g-factor of this signal is gC59N =

2.0014, whereas the splitting between pairs of these three lines
of 0.38 mT corresponds to the 14N hyperfine interaction aN =

10.7 MHz. Both the gC59N and aN values match almost
perfectly with values deduced earlier for the C59NC radical in
solution[33, 34] or in powder,[35] thus unambiguously demon-
strating the formation of paramagnetic C59NC in the presence

of [10]CPP nanobelts (Figure 2a). Careful inspection of the
EPR signal revealed the presence of two additional peaks that
symmetrically flank the main spectrum on the low- and high-
field sides. The splitting to the main lines corresponds to
about 0.3 mT, which is a typical value for the hyperfine
coupling to the 13C sites next to the N site of C59N.[36] The
weakness of these peaks arises solely from the low natural
abundance of the 13C isotope.

In contrast, the reference EPR spectrum of bare (C59N)2

in 1-chloronaphthalene (Figure 2b), at exactly the same
concentration and measured under the same experimental

Figure 1. a) The [10]CPP host and the C59NC guest species. b) Room-
temperature X-band EPR spectrum of C59NC%[10]CPP in 1-chloronaph-
thalene as formed upon irradiation at 532 nm (open circles). The solid
red line is a fit of the experimental spectrum to a model that assumes
slow isotropic rotation of C59NC%[10]CPP, yielding a rotational diffusion
correlation time of tcorr = 3.8 ns. Parameters used in the fit: The
eigenvalues of the g-factor tensor are gxx = 2.0010, gyy =1.9993, and
gzz =2.0042, while the 14N hyperfine tensor eigenvalues are
Axx =1.6 MHz, Ayy =15.9 MHz, and Azz = 14.9 MHz. The three arrows
on top of the spectrum indicate the main 14N hyperfine splitting of the
EPR spectrum, whereas the two weaker signals, probably originating
from the additional hyperfine splitting with 13C in its natural abun-
dance, that flank the main triplet of lines are marked with *.

Figure 2. a) Structures of C59NC and C59NC%[10]CPP radicals. b) The X-
band EPR spectrum of bare C59NC in 1-chloronaphthalene solution.
c) Comparison of the solution X-band EPR spectra of C59NC%[10]CPP
(red) and C59NC (blue). All measurements were conducted at room
temperature in degassed 1-chloronaphthalene with samples possess-
ing equal concentrations (2.3 mm). d) Time dependence of the X-band
EPR signal of C59NC%[10]CPP in 1-chloronaphthalene after the illumina-
tion at 532 nm has been switched off. The solid blue line is a fit to an
exponential time decay yielding the characteristic decay of 100 min.
Inset: Comparison of spectra recorded during illumination (red),
60 min after switching off the light (cyan), and 120 min after switching
off the light (black).
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conditions, shows some striking and important differences.
The first obvious dissimilarity is in the normalized intensity of
the EPR signals; for the 1-chloronaphthalene solution of
(C59N)2, the corresponding signal (Figure 2c) is about 300
times stronger in the presence of [10]CPP than without it.
Evidently, [10]CPP protects the photogenerated C59NC against
direct recombination, a process that is otherwise unavoid-
able.[37] The time decay of the EPR signal after switching off
the light irradiation further demonstrates quantitatively the
shielding mechanism. For bare (C59N)2, the EPR signal
disappears so quickly after irradiation that it is impossible
to measure the radical lifetime by continuous-wave EPR
spectroscopy. This observation is in complete agreement with
the literature data.[38] On the other hand, the EPR signal for
the solution containing the C59NC%[10]CPP complex can still
be easily traced even after the light illumination has been
switched off for 120 min (inset in Figure 2d). The decay of the
EPR signal in the dark shows a simple exponential time
dependence reflecting a characteristic decay time of the signal
of t = 100 min (Figure 2d). Markedly, the triplet EPR signal is
observed even after 300 min, with decreased intensity (see the
Supporting Information, Figure S1), and traces thereof were
still detected after a couple of weeks. The second remarkable
difference is in the linewidths of the EPR signal; the peak-to-
peak linewidth of the central line for C59NC%[10]CPP is
0.068 mT, whereas it amounts to only 0.011 mT for the bare
C59NC radicals. The increase in the linewidth directly manifests
the presence of [10]CPP wrapping and protecting the
azafullerenyl radical in C59NC%[10]CPP by affecting the
radical dynamics. In the case of fast complex rotations (for
the X-band EPR spectra, the characteristic correlation time is
much shorter than 10@9 s) the anisotropies in the magnetic
interactions are fully averaged out, and the 14N hyperfine split
EPR spectrum is simply represented as a superposition of
three equidistant sharp Lorentzian lines of equal intensity.
Such a fast motional limit applies to irradiated (C59N)2 in
1-chloronaphthalene[33, 34] or even to C59NC created in powder
by thermolysis at high temperature.[35, 38,39]

For C59NC%[10]CPP, the anisotropies are only partially
averaged out by the various types of rotational dynamics of
the radical in solution: the fast anisotropic rotation of C59NC
within [10]CPP or the rotation of the entire C59NC%[10]CPP
species in 1-chloronaphthalene. The increased hydrodynamic
radius of C59NC%[10]CPP considerably slows down its rota-
tional dynamics in 1-chloronaphthalene. Thus, the rotational
dynamics of the entire C59NC%[10]CPP complex has the
largest effect on the EPR spectrum. EPR lineshape simu-
lations assuming isotropic C59NC%[10]CPP reorientations in
the slow-motion limit (Figure 1b) yield a rather long corre-
lation time of tcorr = 3.8 ns at room temperature. The slight
residual discrepancy between the measured and simulated
spectra might arise from the presence of a weak defect
featureless signal (Figure S2), present with the complex prior
to illumination,[40] and from the anisotropy of faster C59NC
reorientations inside the [10]CPP belt, which was not taken
into account in the simulation. Nevertheless, we can conclude
that the presence of [10]CPP is critical for slowing down the
C59NC rotational dynamics, affording the surprisingly long-
lived EPR signal of C59NC%[10]CPP.

We also measured EPR spectra between room temper-
ature and 195 K. A typical X-band continuous-wave EPR
spectrum measured at 220 K is shown in Figure S3. Assuming
the same model of slow isotropic rotations as the one used for
the room-temperature spectrum, we obtained a correlation
time for the rotations of trot = 15 ns, which is about five times
longer than that at room temperature. The aforementioned
experimental approach allowed us to also employ pulsed EPR
techniques. The Fourier transform of the free-induction-
decay signal is shown in Figure S4 a, where the 14N hyperfine
splitting of the three peaks of : 10.5 MHz is clearly visible.
No attempts towards line-shape fitting were made in this case
because of the final excitation bandwidth of the p/2 = 16 ns
excitation pulse. On the other hand, pulsed experiments
enabled us to directly measure the spin–lattice relaxation
rates 1/T1 by using the inversion recovery method (Fig-
ure S4b). 1/T1 driven by the molecular dynamics can be
expressed as 1/T1 = Atrot/[1 + (we trot)

2], where we is the
Larmor angular frequency and A is the magnitude of the
field fluctuations. This expression predicts that 1/T1 has
a maximum at we trot = 1, which in our case must be at
temperatures higher than room temperature. Therefore, our
initial assumption of a slow rotation limit is fully justified. The
next important lesson from those measurements is that the
freezing of the solvent at around 230 K has a pronounced
effect on the dynamics of the C59NC radical as 1/T1 shows
a plateau in this temperature range.

After light illumination, the decay of the EPR signal was
accompanied by the precipitation of an EPR-silent dark green
solid, increasing proportionally to the concentration of the
solution. The precipitate was filtered off and found to be fully
soluble in CD2Cl2. Complementary 1H NMR studies showed
the presence of one set of aromatic protons at d = 7.62 and
7.48 ppm, assigned to (C59N)2%[10]CPP, together with protons
due to free [10]CPP at d = 7.56 ppm in a 1:1 ratio (Figure S5).
This observation supports the conclusion that the green solid
formed during the decay of C59NC%[10]CPP in 1-chloronaph-
thalene is the insoluble 2:1 complex [10]CPP$(C59N)2%
[10]CPP.

DFT calculations show that the most stable orientation for
the C59NC radical within [10]CPP features the nitrogen atom
and its neighbouring carbon radical facing H atoms of the
[10]CPP. The spin distribution of C59NC is almost unperturbed
by the presence of [10]CPP (Figure S6). We calculated the
isotropic hyperfine coupling parameter Aiso between the
unpaired electron spin and the 14N nuclear spin in isolated
C59NC to be 10.92 MHz, which is in excellent agreement with
our experiment (10.7 MHz), while Aiso with the two back-
bonded 13C nuclear spins is 3.46 MHz. In the presence of
[10]CPP these values shift slightly to 9.97 and 3.21/3.75 MHz
(Table S1). The calculated energy barrier for rotation of C59NC
within [10]CPP, while maintaining the N atom beneath the
ring, is less than 0.2 eV. This is below the 290 meV reorienta-
tion barrier for C60 in pristine solid C60

[41] and suggests that
there should be rapid relative rotation of the two species at
room temperature, contributing to the observed EPR line
broadening. Critically, the [10]CPP covers and protects the
radical from chemical attack. We calculated an energy
difference of 0.28 eV between the stable complex and
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a rotated structure where N and neighbouring radical are
exposed facing away from the [10]CPP. Weighing these two
energies by the relative surface areas of exposed and
protected orientations of the C59NC to create a partition
function suggests that the radical will occupy exposed
orientations only 0.001% of the time, that is, collisions
between two C59NC%[10]CPP species with both radicals
exposed will occur 108 times less than when the [10]CPP is
not present (e.g., a 1 ms reaction would now take about one
day), which is consistent with the extended radical stability.

The formation and decay mechanism of the C59NC%
[10]CPP radical with calculated relative energies (Table S2)
of the various species is summarized in Figure 3. As described,
the major starting component in solution is the (C59N)2%
[10]CPP species together with the excess of free [10]CPP.[31]

Upon light irradiation, the (C59N)2 dimer is cleaved, yielding

EPR-active C59NC%[10]CPP, as well as a bare C59NC, which is
immediately captured by a nearby free [10]CPP. Slow
recombination of the photogenerated C59NC%[10]CPP radical
on the timescale of 100 min affords the corresponding neutral
and EPR-silent [10]CPP$(C59N)2%[10]CPP complex, as evi-
denced by 1H NMR analysis. DFT calculations confirmed the
favourable energetics of this route (Figure 4). Without
illumination, the calculated separation barriers for (C59N)2

into 2C59NC are all > 1.6 eV and thermally inaccessible at
room temperature irrespective of the presence or not of
[10]CPP. Introducing irradiation, by spin flipping an electron,
decreases these barriers to 0.72 eV for isolated (C59N)2 and
1.10 eV for (C59N)2%[10]CPP, so that both processes can occur
spontaneously at room temperature. The final system with
two C59NC%[10]CPP species is only 0.19 eV less stable than the
initial (C59N)2%[10]CPP + [10]CPP system. A [10]CPP$

Figure 3. Top: DFT-calculated relative energies for the different species; finite width bars indicate energy ranges dependent on the relative
orientation of C59NC and [10]CPP in the radical complex. Bottom: Illustration of the light-induced generation of the C59NC%[10]CPP radical complex
and the decay pathway. Inset: The EPR signal of long-lived C59NC%[10]CPP.

Figure 4. DFT relative energy barriers calculated using the nudged elastic band method to separate a) (C59N)2 in the absence of [10]CPP rings,
b) (C59N)2%[10]CPP, and c) [10]CPP$(C59N)2%[10]CPP. Black and red lines/points indicate system spins of 0 mB and 2 mB, respectively, that is, after
spin flipping of one electron.
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(C59N)2%[10]CPP complex will remain stable at room temper-
ature and will not be cleaved even in the triplet state
(separation barrier > 2.5 eV). We note that the presence of
[10]CPP slightly increases the barrier to C@C bond homolysis
(1.81 eV to 1.97 eV; see Figure 4a, b). This is due to the
stabilization of the initial (C59N)2%[10]CPP complex through
C@H–p (fullerene) interactions between [10]CPP and the
non-encircled C59N species.

Conclusion

In summary, we have shown that [10]CPP efficiently hosts
and shields the otherwise highly reactive azafullerenyl C59NC
radical, and that light-induced quantitative formation of
[10]CPP$(C59N)2%[10]CPP offers a facile route to access
supramolecular complexes that cannot be generated by
means of classical liquid-phase processing. The slow dynamics
of C59NC%[10]CPP in 1-chloronaphthalene and the C59NC
radical protection by the [10]CPP ring hinder the recombi-
nation process, allowing the observation of paramagnetic
C59NC on unprecedentedly long timescales. The approach
outlined in this work is thus an important step towards the
generation and assembly of stable azafullerenyl radicals. The
methodology can be extended to protect other fullerene-
centered radicals, given the wealth of CPPs with different ring
diameters.
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